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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

Jumitogad Pty Ltd & Ors v Garraway & Ors [1999] NTSC 125
No. 680 of 1990 (9028956)


		BETWEEN:

		JUMITOGAD PTY LTD
			First Plaintiff
		AND
		PAGAL NOMINEES PTY LTD		
			Second Plaintiff
		
		v

		ALLAN CHARLES GARRAWAY
			First Defendant
		AND
		ELVA ANN McCALLUM
			Second Defendant
		AND
		CRIDLAND & BAUER PTY LTD
			Third Defendant
		AND
		JOHN MICHAEL GEORGE
			Fourth Defendant


		AND:
		PAUL V HANNAY
			Third Party
CORAM:   KEARNEY J



REASONS FOR RULINGS ON THIRD PARTY APPLICATION
OF 13 NOVEMBER 1998

(Delivered 19 March 1999)


The Third Party’s application
On 13 November 1998 the Third Party filed an application in relation to the Third Party proceedings instituted against him by the first and second defendants in June 1998 and by the third and fourth defendants in October 1998. Those proceedings meant that the Third Party thereby became a party to the principal action, though the defendants’ claims against him involve causes of action quite different to those of the plaintiffs, being statutory rights of action for contribution.  The application of 13 November 1998 was directed only to the defendants; the plaintiffs were not served.  In that application the Third Party sought to recover summary judgment against both sets of defendants; alternatively, he sought to have the defendants’ statements of claim (of 12 August 1998 and 5 October 1998 respectively) struck out.  The application for summary judgment founded on r23.01 (alleging that the defendants had not disclosed a cause of action against him), or r23.03 (alleging that he had a good defence on the merits to the defendants’ claims), or on the court’s inherent jurisdiction.  The alternative relief sought, the striking out of the defendants’ statements of claim, founded on r23.02 (alleging that they did not disclose a cause of action against him).  I rule today on various matters arising in this application.
	Mr Russell QC of counsel for the Third Party argued the application on 2 February 1999.  In support, he relied on various documents filed in the principal action, conveniently collected in a ‘bundle of documents’ and handed up.
The plaintiffs’ case against the defendants, as stated by the Third Party
Mr Russell first set out the plaintiffs’ case against the defendants in the principal action, as follows.   On 29 August 1986 they had reorganized the unit trust structure by which they had conducted their business affairs, in the manner advised by their professional advisers, the defendants.  This restructuring had exposed them to the payment of unnecessary capital gains tax, if and when they sold the assets of their business.  Hence their Writ; see par[11] for the details of their complaint.
The reorganization was alleged to have had its genesis in an oral agreement made about January 1986 (referred to before me as “the Agreement in Principle”), in the terms set out in par5 of the plaintiffs’ statement of claim of 27 February 1995.  The then owners of the business contemplated that “subject to advice from their accountants and solicitors” -  that is, from the first and second defendants, and the third and fourth defendants, respectively – the Gary Coleman interests (GCFT No.3) would purchase at valuation the units respectively held by the Patrick Coleman interests (PCFT No.3) and the Lawrence Evans interests (LEFT No.3) in the 4 unit trusts specified in par4 of the statement of claim (referred to here as CPUT, CPUT No.1, CP86UT and CBPUT).  The Patrick Coleman and Lawrence Evans interests combined held 55% of the units in CPUT No.1, CP86UT and CBPUT, and 62% of the units in CPUT; the Gary Coleman interests held the rest. 
I interpose to note that if the Agreement in Principle had been implemented simply as set out in par[4], the Gary Coleman interests GCFT No.3  would have retained their existing 45% of the units in CPUT No.1, CP86UT and CBPUT, and their existing 38% of the units in CPUT; and they would have purchased at valuation all outstanding interests in those 4 unit trusts, thereby coming to directly own 100% of the units in those trusts.  I note that in his oral submission Mr Silvester of counsel for the defendants submitted that the essence of the plaintiffs’ case against the defendants was that they should have advised the plaintiffs to implement the Agreement in Principle in the simple terms indicated in par[4], rather than in the manner which they ultimately advised - see pars[8] and [9].  Mr Russell submitted that this analysis of the plaintiffs’ case was incorrect; rather, their case was that the defendants had failed to advise them that the Agreement as implemented would have consequences adverse to them as regards payment of capital gains tax; they had not asserted that the Agreement in Principle should have been implemented simply as per par[4].  I consider that what Mr Silvester submits to be the “essence” of the plaintiffs’ case is, prima facie, largely correct; that appears from the particulars in subpars11(a)-(d) of the plaintiffs’ statement of claim – see par[11] – though they also claim that the indexed cost base of the 62% of the units in CPUT directly purchased by GCFT No.3 (as envisaged by the Agreement in Principle in par[4]) was too low.  It must be recalled that the plaintiffs were not party to this application, and what the essence of their case is, if it be material, is a matter on which they are entitled to be heard.
I return to Mr Russell’s exposition, as follows.  In pars6 and 7 of their statement of claim the plaintiffs claim that they later retained the defendants for reward– 
“to advise … the plaintiffs … in respect of the most appropriate way to give legal effect to the Agreement in Principle and particularly to minimize the exposure [to capital gains tax] thereby of the plaintiffs”
and of 3 of the trust estates (GCFT No.3, CPUT and GCIT).  GCIT is the Gary Coleman Investment Trust, created in August 1986, of which the first plaintiff is the trustee; see par[8].
	I note in passing Mr Silvester’s observation that although capital gains tax applies on the disposal of assets (including units in unit trusts) acquired after 19 September 1985, the Act introducing the tax did not come into force until June 1986, well after that date. 

In par8 of their statement of claim the plaintiffs detail the advice allegedly given them by the defendants as to “the most appropriate way” to achieve the plaintiffs’ objectives set out in par[4].  In essence, this advice was that each of the three sets of interests – GCFT No.3, PCFT No.3 and LEFT No.3 – should sell their respective units in unit trusts CPUT No.1 and CP86UT to CPUT, and their respective units in CBPUT to a new unit trust GCIT.  Further, PCFT No.3 and LEFT No.3 should sell their combined 62% of the units in CPUT to GCFT No.3, as originally contemplated in January 1986 – see par[4].  Mr Russell characterized this suggested reorganization as involving “a whole series of very complicated transactions”.
The plaintiffs allege that they accepted and implemented the defendants’ advice in par[8].  It can be seen that, inter alia, it involved GCFT No.3 selling its 45% of the units in CPUT No.1 and CP86UT, to CPUT, and transferring its 45% of the units in CBPUT to the newly-created GCIT.  In the result, GCFT No.3 became the owner of all the units in CPUT;  CPUT became the owner of all the units in CPUT No.1 and CP86UT; and GCIT became the owner of all the units in CBPUT.  Comparing this outcome with that contemplated in par[5] it can be seen that instead of the existing Gary Coleman  interests [GCFT No.3] becoming the direct owners of all the units in the 4 unit trusts CPUT, CPUT No.1, CP86UT and CBPUT, those interests now directly owned all the units in CPUT (and CBPUT via GCIT), while CPUT (now wholly owned by those interests) directly owned all the units in CPUT No.1 and CP86UT.  As Mr Silvester put it, in comparison with the structural outcome contemplated in par[5], CPUT had now been interposed between GCFT No.3, and CPUT No.1 and CP86UT.
In par10 of their statement of claim the plaintiffs allege that in implementing their reorganization as set out in par[8], they relied on the defendants’ advice.  This implementation was referred to before me as “the Agreement as implemented”.  
In par11 the plaintiffs allege in essence that the Agreement as implemented involved, inter alia, a breach by the defendants of the duty of care they owed the plaintiffs, in that they failed to advise with due skill and care on the plaintiffs’ potential liability to pay capital gains tax, with the result that thereby the plaintiffs were exposed to paying unnecessary capital gains tax on the value of their units “if they were ever disposed of in the future”.  The plaintiff particularised this alleged negligence in sub pars(a)–(d) of par11.  In essence, their complaint was as to  the sale or transfer of any units by GCFT No3, as set out in par[8] above; and as to what they allege to be the effect on the amount of capital gains tax payable, should they later dispose of assets, of GCFT No3 having acquired the 62% of the units in CPUT (as originally contemplated in January 1986 - see par[4]) for what they said was “only $107,115.00”, since this would result in a low indexed cost in the base calculation of the amount of capital gain for tax purposes.
In par12 the plaintiffs allege that they had thereby suffered damage, in that as a result of what was done pursuant to the defendants’ advice in par[8] the assets of their business were now worth substantially less than otherwise they would have been because, when those assets were (later) disposed of, the plaintiffs would have an exposure to payment of capital gains tax which was “otherwise unnecessary for the purpose of giving effect to the Agreement in Principle.”
The defendants’ claims against the Third Party
In the statement of claim in their amended Third Party Notice of 12 August 1998, the first and second defendants allege in par1 that the third party “carried on business as a chartered accountant and business adviser and provided accounting, business and taxation advice” to the plaintiffs at all material times.  The third and fourth defendants plead to similar effect in pars2 and 3 of their statement of claim.  (In his Defence of 7 September 1998 the Third Party admits that he carried on business as a chartered accountant and business adviser, but admits only that he provided the advice alleged “on the occasions herein specified”).
The first and second defendants set out in their statement of claim the gist of the plaintiffs’ allegations set out in pars[3]-[12] above, their own pleadings in their Defence to the plaintiffs’ claim, and in sub pars16(a)-(s) their claims against the Third Party.
In essence, those claims are as follows.  The Third Party had at all material times “a longstanding relationship of accountant business and tax adviser” to the plaintiffs; sub par16(a).  He provided them with “advice on demand, from time to time”; sub par16(b).  He had discussed the proposed business reorganization with the plaintiffs, and given them advice on it; subpars16(c) and (d).  He had valued the units in the 4 unit trusts CPUT, CPUT No.1, CP86UT and CBPUT; sub pars16(b), (e) and (f).  He provided further advice to the plaintiffs; sub par16(g).  He drew the attention of Gary Coleman on 19 June 1986 (5 days before the Bill imposing capital gains tax came into force) to a newspaper article about that tax, recommended to him Messrs McCullough and Robertson as solicitors to provide him with tax advice, and on his instructions obtained advice from that firm “on the capital gains tax implications of the Agreement in Principle”; sub pars16(h)-(l).  He then advised Gary Coleman that he agreed with that advice, and that Gary Coleman should seek ways to avoid the effect of s160ZZS and s160ZZT of the Income Tax Assessment Act; sub par16(l).  (These anti-avoidance provisions are respectively aimed at the following situations: first, where the owner of an asset acquired pre-20 September 1985 remains the owner after that date, but the underlying beneficial interests of natural persons in the asset then change, to the extent of 50% or more; and second, where the owner of units acquired pre-20 September 1985 in a unit trust, disposes of them after that date, and after the unit trust has meanwhile acquired further assets).  The Third Party was then instructed by Gary Coleman to “liaise with” the defendants, and “assist them in a joint consideration of the structure of the proposed transaction [in par[4]”; sub par16(m).  He liaised with the Fourth Defendant (Mr George), and – 
“(n)	… both agreed, that on the basis of the McCullough & Robertson advice, there was no way that the Agreement in Principle could be implemented without units in the unit trusts already owned by the Gary Coleman Family Trust No3 [GCFT No.3] losing their pre-20 September 1985 capital gains tax status.”
He liaised with Gary Coleman and advised him on this; sub par16(o).  He advised Gary Coleman of a way to avoid s160ZZS and s160ZZT of the Act applying to the reorganization; this would involve the Patrick Coleman interests remaining as a holder of 6% of the units (presumably on the basis that thereby there would be a change of less than 50% in the underlying interests, and so s160ZZS would not be triggered); sub pars16(p)-(r).  Gary Coleman rejected this suggested solution; sub par16(r).  
	In his Defence the Third Party admitted most of the allegations in par[15].  By par(4) he denied, however,  the allegation in the vital sub par16(s) of the first and second defendants’ statement of claim, viz:

“(s)	Subsequently on 27 August 1986 Gary Coleman agreed with advice of Garraway and George [the first and fourth defendants] that given that the Agreement in Principle could not be implemented without attracting the operation of s160ZZS and s160ZZT, that fairness in the transaction could be maintained if the Gary Coleman interests concurrently with the Patrick Coleman and [Lawrence] Evans interests all sold their units to an interposed trust, thereby all taking their capital gain at that time.  Gary Coleman discussed this with the Third Party and the Third Party told him that he concurred with this advice in the circumstances and that he should instruct the Second Defendant and the Fourth Defendant to implement the transaction as advised.”
	Mr Russell then noted that in an affidavit of 28 January 1999 filed in support of this application the Third Party swore that he had no knowledge of the defendants’ advice to Gary Coleman referred to in sub par16(s) which led to the Agreement as implemented, until after it had been implemented on 29 August 1988.  This assertion is clearly directed at contradicting what is pleaded by the defendants in the last sentence of sub par16(s) set out in par[16]; the Third Party already denies that pleading by par(4) of his Defence.  Mr Russell submitted that this pleading in sub par16(s) and its denial, gave rise to an issue which “lies at the heart of” the Third Party proceedings; and so it clearly does.  However, I consider that the affidavit is of no relevance to the application of 13 November 1998, the determination of which depends on the contents of the defendants’ statements of claim.  It became common ground before me, however, that the Third Party sought to rely on his affidavit to show that, if he succeeded in his application under r23.02, leave should not then be given to the defendants to amend their statements of claim.  This would be on the basis that his affidavit established that no amendments could save those statements of claim; they were doomed to fail.  The assertion by the Third Party of a lack of knowledge of the vital matter alleged in the last sentence of sub par16(s) is obviously in dispute, on the pleadings.  Evidence by affidavit is a wholly unsuitable mode of seeking to resolve such a vital factual dispute; see generally Wilson v Union Insurance Co (1992) 112 FLR 166 at 180.  Further, as Mr Russell rightly conceded, for the purposes of the application under r23.02, any facts in dispute must be resolved against the applicant Third Party.  For those reasons, I take no account of the affidavit of 28 January 1999 on this application.

Mr Russell noted, however, that Mr Silvester had dealt in par8 of his outline of written submissions with the Third Party’s assertion in par[17]. He had submitted that the lack of knowledge alleged by the Third Party was “strongly arguably irrelevant”, because it overlooked various specified matters including – 
“(c)	that the plaintiffs in substance allege that a proposal for the 
implementation of the Agreement in Principle contained in a letter from the first and second defendants to the third and fourth defendants dated 19 August 1986 was how the Agreement in Principle should have been implemented; [and]
(d)	that the third party admits that he both gave advice, and agreed with another’s advice to the plaintiffs, to the effect that the proposal in the letter of 19 August 1986 had such adverse capital gains tax consequences that it should not be implemented.”


This submission may not sit too well with what I understood to be Mr Silvester’s other submission as to the essence of the plaintiffs’ case, set out in par[5].  In any event I consider that one difficulty in entertaining submission (c) is that nowhere in the plaintiffs’ statement of claim is that allegation explicitly pleaded.  I am unable to determine whether it is pleaded “in substance”, but in any event that would be unsatisfactory.  Pleadings should be formulated explicitly, so that the issues which are really in dispute may be disclosed clearly and precisely both to the parties and to the Court, and the limits of the action preset.

	Mr Russell characterized what Mr Silvester submitted in (c) and (d) in par[18], as an “alternative formulation” of the first and second defendants’ case against the Third Party.  I note that it is not pleaded as such in their statement of claim.   If it is an “alternative formulation” of their case it should be pleaded expressly, if a court is to be required to investigate it.  Accordingly, for present purposes, I do not treat it as an “alternative formulation”. 

Mr Russell noted that in par22 of Mr Silvester’s written outline of submissions, he spelled out the first and second defendants’ case against the Third Party, in the following terms:
“[because] 

(a)	the third party held himself out to be an expert in the field of accounting, business advice, and taxation;

(b)	the third party was in a contractual relationship with the plaintiffs for the provision of, inter alia, tax advice;

(c)	the third party gave the taxation advice which resulted in the plaintiffs not implementing the proposal to give effect to the agreement in principle as formulated in the Garraway letter of 19 August 1986; 

(d)	the third party concurred with the proposal for the implementation of the agreement in principle as formulated in the Garraway  letter of 27 August 1986;

(e)	the third party owed as a matter of law, a duty of care to the plaintiffs to advise on such matters with due skill and care;

(f)	if the advice given is found to have been defective and was given negligently [by] the third party the third party will have breached that duty of care; and

(g)	if the defective advice caused the alleged loss

the plaintiffs had the same cause of action against and could have sued the third party as well as the defendants, and accordingly, the third party is, as a matter of law, a joint tortfeasor with the defendants, liable to contribute or indemnify in respect of any judgment awarded in favour of the plaintiffs.” (emphasis added).

This formulation of these defendants’ case proved to be of considerable significance, because Mr Russell adopted it as “largely” correct, when arguing the Third Party’s application, and submitting that the defendants’ case was not reflected in their pleadings; see par[25].
	I observe that if Mr Silvester’s formulation in par[20] is the case which the first and second defendants seek to make out against the Third Party, they should have pleaded it clearly in their statement of claim.  As to their compliance with this basic principle in relation to items (a)-(d) in par[20], I note in passing the following matters.  They do not plead expertise on the part of the Third Party, as set out in (a) in par[20].  As to the ‘contractual relationship’ referred to in (b), they plead in sub par16(a) that “the Third Party had had a long standing relationship of accountant business and tax adviser to the … Plaintiffs”, and in sub par17(a) that he “was instructed … to advise in relation to the capital gains tax issues”; however, the consideration essential to the validity of the alleged ‘contractual relationship’ is not pleaded.  As to (c) in par[20], there is no express reference in their statement of claim to “the Garraway letter of 19 August 1996”, or to any proposal in that letter; as to that, I refer to my comment in the last sentence of par[18].  It can be seen from this brief review that what Mr Silvester sets out in (a)-(c) in par[20] as part of these defendants’ case against the Third Party, is not accurately reflected in their statement of claim.  I note in passing that (d) in par[20], which appears to be an important part of their case against the Third Party, inaccurately summarizes their pleading in sub pars16(s) and 17(e), which rightly go beyond alleging mere concurrence to plead that the Third Party told Gary Coleman “that he should instruct the [defendants] to implement the transaction as advised [by them on 27 August 1986]”.  As to (e)-(g) in par[20], I accept Mr Silvester’s submission that they state the legal results alleged to flow from the material facts alleged in (a)-(d), and as such do not have to be pleaded; see Karsales (Harrow) Ltd v Wallis [1956] 1 WLR 936 at 941 per Denning LJ, and r13.02(2)(b).

Mr Silvester stated in par23 of his written outline of submissions that the third and fourth defendants’ case against the Third Party was identical with that set out in (a)-(g) in par[20], with the addition of an alternative claim to the allegation of concurrence in (d), viz -
“(d)	the third party concurred with the proposal for the implementation of the agreement in principle as formulated in the Garraway letter of 27 August 1986, alternatively [the Third Party] did not advise the plaintiffs that the proposal [in the Garraway letter of 27 August 1986] if implemented would expose the first and second plaintiffs unnecessarily to a liability to pay tax on capital gains.” (emphasis added)
	This formulation of the ‘alternative claim’ accords with the pleading in par10(b) of the third and fourth defendants’ statement of claim, viz:

“10.	On or about 27 August 1986 the third party was aware of the proposal that the transactions particularised in paragraphs 8 and 9 of the Amended Statement of Claim [being the transactions alleged to be the subject of the defendants’ advice of 27 August 1986, and resulting in the Agreement as implemented] be entered into and:
(a)	advised Coleman and/or the first and second plaintiffs that the proposed transactions constituted an appropriate and prudent method for giving effect to the Agreement; and/or alternatively
(b)	did not advise Coleman or the first and second plaintiffs that the proposed transactions would expose the first and second plaintiffs unnecessarily to a liability to pay tax on capital gains.” (emphasis added)
I note in passing that these defendants rightly plead in par11 of their statement of claim that if they are liable to the plaintiffs, the Third Party is “a tort feasor liable in respect of the same damage”.  It can be seen from par10(a) above that this is allegedly because of certain advice he gave to the plaintiffs; or, alternatively, in terms of par10(b) above, because he failed to give them certain advice. I note that these defendants do not plead expertise on the part of the Third Party, as set out in (a) in par[20]. As to the “contractual relationship” in (b), they plead in par3 that he “had been engaged from time to time to provide services to the …plaintiffs …as an accountant and as a tax and business adviser”, but do not plead consideration.  As to (c), there is no express reference to the Garraway letter of 19 August 1986, or to any proposal in that letter.  It is quite unclear whether pars8 and 9 are intended to relate to that letter.  It can be seen that what Mr Silvester put in his written outline of submissions as these defendants’ case against the Third Party, a case which Mr Russell accepted as largely “correct” for the purpose of his submissions, is not accurately reflected in their statement of claim.  As to the reference to “concurred” in (d) in par[20], I have set out above par10 of their statement of claim, which correctly pleads in terms of “advised” rather than “concurred”.  

The submissions
Against this background Mr Russell submitted that the relevant question on the application was whether the respective defendants’ statements of claim disclosed that they had cause of action against the Third Party.  This is the ground for giving summary judgment specified in r23.01(1)(a), or striking out the statements of claim under r23.02(a).  To answer this question, he submitted that the three important considerations to be addressed were:
(1)	whether the contents of the defendants’ statements of claim adequately pleaded their causes of action; 
(2)	the effect of the Limitation Act on those claims; and
(3)	since the defendants’ claims against the Third Party were to 
“recover contribution”, as provided for by s12(4) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, whether the Third Party was a “tort-feasor…who is , or would if sued have been, liable [to the plaintiffs] in respect of the same damage” as the defendants, that being a pre-condition to his liability under s12(4).
Mr Silvester followed this approach.  I deal with the submissions on consideration (1) at pars[25]-[32]; with those on consideration (2) at pars[33]-[40]; and with those on consideration (3) at pars[41]-[45].

(1)	Whether the defendants’ statements of claim adequately plead their causes of action.
	It is understandable, but nevertheless unfortunate, that Mr Russell approached the Third Party’s strike-out application by accepting and adopting as “largely” accurate, Mr Silvester’s formulations in pars[20] and [22] of the cases which the defendants sought to make out against the Third Party.  Mr Russell treated those formulations as the “templates” against which the adequacy of their pleadings was to be assessed.  Mr Silvester adopted the same approach.  I have already indicated in pars[21] and [23] some lack of correlation between those formulations and the defendants’ pleadings.  It is, however, with the pleadings in the statements of claim, not Mr Silvester’s formulation of the defendants’ cases, that an applicant for relief under r23.01(1)(a) or r23.02 has to be concerned. Mr Russell proceeded to analyse whether the case spelled out in (a)-(d) in par[20] had been adequately pleaded.  He submitted that the matters specified by Mr Silvester as constituting the defendants’ cases, set out for both defendants in (a)-(d) in par[20], and in (d) in par[22] for the third and fourth defendants, all had to be pleaded; and that the defendants had not done so.  Clearly, they have not; I have already noted in pars[21] and [23] some of the deficiencies in that respect.  Mr Russell made 3 specific submissions.  

First, as to (d) in par[20], he submitted that to plead that the Third Party “concurred” in the defendants’ proposal was inadequate, since concurrence related only to the state of mind of the Third Party, indicating his agreement.  He submitted that to plead their cause of action the first and second defendants had to allege, as the third and fourth defendants had pleaded, that the Third Party advised the plaintiffs to enter the Agreement as implemented; and that they had then entered it in reliance on that advice.  In response, Mr Silvester ‘rolled up’ the pleading of the Third Party’s advice in sub par16(l), the contents of sub par16(m) including its reference to action taken by  Gary Coleman  “in light of [that] advice”, and the last sentence in sub par16(s) set out in par[16], and submitted that in light of this “matrix of allegations” the necessary reliance had been thereby adequately pleaded.  
As to this, I consider that authorities such as Green v Chenoweth (1998) 2 Qd R 572 show that for the defendants to establish a cause of action against the Third Party they must plead and prove that it was because of the Third Party’s negligent advice, or partly because of it, that the plaintiffs entered into the Agreement as implemented.  In other words, the defendants must plead (and prove) that the plaintiffs did so in reliance (at least in part) on the Third Party’s advice.  Reasonable reliance by the plaintiffs, in circumstances where the Third Party ought reasonably to have been aware of that reliance, is essential. That requirement appears to be accepted.  Mr Silvester acknowledged that the first and second defendants had not expressly pleaded such reliance.  Despite his submission in par[26], I consider that the defendants have not sufficiently pleaded reliance or particularized it, in their statements of claim; I refer to my general comment at the end of par[18].  Further, despite the “matrix of facts alleged”, the first and second defendants have not adequately pleaded, as required, that the Third Party advised the plaintiffs to enter the Agreement as implemented.  In light of the foregoing, I uphold Mr Russell’s submission that the defendants have not pleaded in  their statements of claim matters essential to their cause of action against the Third Party, as pleaded, in relation to his alleged involvement in the Agreement as implemented.  
Mr Russell submitted, second, that the alternative way in which the third and fourth defendants pleaded their claim in par10(b) – see par[23] –  was also inadequate.  They should have pleaded, with particulars, the material facts which they allege gave rise to a duty owed by the Third Party to the plaintiffs to advise them in the terms specified; and then have pleaded, with particulars, the breach of that duty to advise them.  Further, there was clearly no pleading, as Mr Silvester ultimately conceded, that it was in reliance on the Third Party’s advice pleaded in par10(a), or on his failure to advise pleaded in par10(b), that the plaintiffs had entered into the Agreement as implemented.  Mr Silvester submitted that, in context, pleading in par10 in par[23] that the Third Party “was aware” of the proposal that the Agreement as implemented be entered into, amounted to pleading that the Third Party was aware of the proposal not to implement the Agreement in Principle; I do not consider that this is so.  I uphold Mr Russell’s submission.  He also submitted that the very fact of pleading 10(a) and 10(b) in par[23] in the alternative was “embarrassing”, but I reject that; a party may plead alternative and inconsistent material facts – see Re Morgan; Owen v Morgan (1887) 35 Ch D 492 for a good example.  The Third Party is entitled to particulars of pleadings.
Mr Russell submitted, third, that neither of the defendants’ statements of claim addressed item (a) – see par[20] – of the case which Mr Silvester said they all sought to make.  Their pleadings that the Third Party “carried on business” in the areas they specified – see par[13] – did not amount to pleading that he “held himself out to be an expert” in those areas.  That is clearly correct.  In response, and despite his written submission that item (a) in par[20] was part of the defendants’ case against the Third Party, Mr Silvester submitted that it was not necessary for the defendants to plead and prove that the third party “held himself out to be an expert” in those areas.  
I think that Mr Silvester’s submission must be upheld.  Liability in this area of the law is not limited to a particular class of persons.  In The Mutual Life and Citizens Assurance Co. Ltd v Evatt (1968) 122 CLR 556, the majority in the High Court held that it was sufficient to plead a relationship which imposed on the defendants a duty of care when giving the advice in question to the plaintiff.  See also Esanda Finance Corp. Ltd v Peat Marwick Hungerfords (1997) 188 CLR 241 at 249-252, 255 and 261-2. Mr Russell relied on the differing view of the Privy Council on appeal from the High Court in Evatt’s case, reported at (1970) 122 CLR 628, but that has not found favour with the High Court; see Shaddock & Associates Pty Ltd v Parramatta City Council [No.1] (1981) 150 CLR 225 at 234, 240, 248-251, and 256; and San Sebastian Pty  Ltd v The Minister (1986) 162 CLR 340 at 355-6 and 371-2.  
	Accordingly, I consider that it was sufficient for the defendants to plead, as they had, that “[the Third Party] carried on business as a chartered accountant and business adviser and provided accounting, business and taxation advice to the plaintiffs …”.  Pleading in this form attracts to the Third Party the duty of care of a professional adviser in those areas.  While I accept Mr Silvester’s submission on this point, I observe that if the defendants’ case is in fact in terms of item (a) in par[20], as he submits it is, they should plead it.  I note, incidentally, that the plaintiffs sue the defendants on the basis of their respective expertise; see subpars1(r)-(u) of their statement of claim, Johnson v Perez (1988) 166 CLR 351 at 363, and Scott Group Ltd v McFarlane [1978] 1 NZLR 553.
	Against the background of his submissions in pars[25]-[31], Mr Russell submitted that the statements of claim as pleaded did not establish a cause of action against the Third Party, at least as regards the Agreement as implemented; nor did they fully reflect what was said to be the defendants’ cases, in pars[20] and [22].  I consider that this submission must be upheld.  As to what flows from that, see pars[46], [49] and [50].
(2)	The effect of the Limitation Act on the defendants’ claims
Mr Russell’s limitation submission proceeded in a series of 8 steps, as follows.  First, the defendants’ claims were for contribution from the Third Party, under s12(4) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act. I note in passing that this measure of reform itself now urgently requires reform, in light of the notorious difficulties to which it has so often given rise.  Second, s12(4) required that to succeed the defendants must be tort-feasors “liable in respect of the [plaintiffs’] damage”.  I accept that; see also par[44].  Third, the defendants are as yet not “liable”, because the plaintiffs have not yet recovered judgment against them.  I consider that that proposition is generally correct; though to be “liable” in terms of s12(4) they do not have to be sued to judgment, their liability as tort-feasors must have been ascertained.  See Bitumen and Oil Refineries (Australia) Ltd v Commissioner for Local Government (1954-55) 92 CLR 200 and James Hardie & Co. Pty Ltd v Seltsam Pty Ltd (1998) 159 ALR 268 at 275.  Compare Hall v Bonnett [1956] SASR 10 at 16-18, for a now-heretical view.  See also the general discussion of the case law on s12(4)-type provisions in Canberra Formwork Pty Ltd v Civil and Civic Ltd (1982) 67 FLR 66 at 76-81; and Van Win Pty Ltd v Eleventh Mirontron Pty Ltd [1988] VR 484.  Fourth, Mr Russell submitted that since the defendants are not themselves presently “liable”, their cause of action against the Third Party – to “recover contribution” from him under s12(4)- has not yet accrued.  I accept that proposition; a Third Party Notice is ‘convenient machinery’ (as Denning LJ put it in George Wimpey and Co v British Overseas Airways Corp. [1955] AC 169) to enforce contribution, since it obviates the need for a (later) separate action.  See also par[37].  It is more effective and cost efficient to have all factual issues – including Third Party issues - tried in a single trial.  Nevertheless, it is clear that the defendants’ cause of action for contribution arises only when their own liability to the plaintiffs has been ascertained. See Port of Melbourne Authority v Anshun Pty Ltd (1981) 147 CLR 589 at 585, explaining the peculiarity in Third Party Notice  procedure that it institutes litigation before there is any liability.  
Fifth, despite the fact that the defendants’ cause of action had not yet accrued, the limitation period within which they could recover contribution could have already expired.  This peculiar outcome arose in the following way.  Although the defendants’ contribution action appeared to be encompassed by the words “an action to recover money recoverable by virtue of an enactment” in s12(1)(d) of the Limitation Act with the result that they would have 3 years “from the date on which [their] cause of action first accrues” to institute proceedings,  s12(2)(b) made it clear that it was s24 and not s12(1) which applied to actions for contribution.  Mr Silvester agreed, and I accept that proposition.  Section 24(1) specifies that the limitation period for an action for contribution is the “first to expire” of the two periods set out in pars(a) and (b) of that provision.  I note in passing that the word “plaintiff’ in s24(1)(a) is a reference in this case to the defendants.  Mr Russell submitted, sixth, that on the facts of this case, the first of those two periods to expire was clearly that specified in s24(1)(b) – a period of 4 years after the expiration of the plaintiffs’ limitation period determined by s12(1), which was “3 years from the date on which the cause of action first accrues to the plaintiff”.  
He submitted, seventh, that this total 7 year period had expired before any of the defendants had filed their Third Party Notices (in June and October 1998).  This was  because the plaintiffs’ cause of action first accrued when they suffered their alleged actual damage; that was on 29 August 1986, when they executed the instruments constituting the Agreement as implemented.  I note that selecting the appropriate date on this basis in cases of this type accords with the approach in cases such as Gillespie v Elliott [1987] 2 Qd R 509, Deputy Commissioner of Income Tax v Zimmerlie  [1988] 2 Qd R 500 and Bell v Peter Browne & Co [1990] 3 All E R 124.  The reasoning is that it was on execution of the documents that the plaintiffs suffered loss, by way of a diminution of the value of their assets as they claim in par12 of their statement of claim (see par[12]), even though the deficiencies in the documented arrangements would not be manifest at that time, and the extent of the financial loss incapable of being ascertained until some future time. See the review of the authorities in Crisp v Blake (1992) Aust Torts Reports 81-158 at 61,215-61,224. However, the approach in cases such as these must now be considered in the light of Wardley Australia Ltd v Western Australia (1992) 175 CLR 514 at 527-532.  The High Court made it clear that it disagreed with this approach if, by executing the document in question, the plaintiff merely exposed himself to a contingent loss or liability; in such a case, his loss and his cause of action first accrued when the contingency         was fulfilled and his damage became actual; until then, the loss is prospective and may never be incurred. I also note that in their Reply of 6 April 1992 to the third and fourth defendants’ Defence, the plaintiffs pleaded that their causes of action against each of the defendants arose on or about 1 April 1988 “when a fire destroyed the premises and a substantial part of the assets of the plaintiffs thereby causing the plaintiffs loss and damage.”  However, if the date of first accrual to the plaintiffs of a cause of action is 1 April 1988 and not 29 August 1986, the thrust of Mr Russell’s seventh submission is not affected.   Mr Russell submitted, eighth, that the defendants’ actions for contribution were accordingly statute-barred after 29 August 1993 (or 1 April 1995, as the case may be), and they had to seek the extension of time under s44 of the Limitation Act which they had indicated they would seek “if necessary”, in pars19 and 12 of their respective statements of claim.  Mr Russell’s submission on the consequential question of extension of time is at par[40].
In dealing with the submissions in pars[33] to [35], Mr Silvester first appeared to treat the Third Party’s case on limitation as being in essence that the defendants had as yet no cause of action against him, because the plaintiffs had not yet recovered judgment against them.  That refers only to the third step in Mr Russell’s submission; see par[33].  Mr Silvester also understood the Third Party to submit that because no cause of action had as yet accrued to the plaintiffs against the defendants, none had accrued to the defendants against the Third Party. There was a separate submission later made by Mr Russell to that effect, in par[42]; it is not a limitation point.  Mr Silvester’s principal submission was that no limitation issue arose on this application, because neither of the limitation periods in pars(a) and (b) of s24(1) applied.  He appeared to rely on Ranger Uranium Mines Pty Ltd v B.T.R. Trading (Qld) Pty Ltd [1987] 3 BCL 442 for this proposition, but I consider that the case does not support it.  It is clear, in my view, that it is either par(a) or(b) in s24(1) which provides the limitation regime applicable to the Third Party Notices in this case.  
I note in passing that Muirhead AJ in Ranger Uranium Mines Pty Ltd (supra) at 445-6 observed that the usual Rules of Court enabling the joinder of third parties 
“… make provision for the machinery by which a defendant may seek contribution or indemnity before the foundation of his claim, liability by judgment to the plaintiff, is laid.  It is not uncommon for the court orders to provide that the issue between the third party and the defendant be determined at the same time as the primary issue between plaintiff and defendant, or that such issue be determined thereafter as separate proceedings …  The right of the third party (sic, defendant) to seek indemnity in respect of a liability he denies, is a peculiarity of third party proceedings.” (emphasis added).
His Honour was making the point that while in general a proceeding brought to enforce a cause of action which has not yet accrued, will be dismissed as premature, that does not apply to claims for contribution made by Third Party Notice under Order 11.  Such claims are made  - and must necessarily be made - before a defendant’s liability to the plaintiff is established, and thus before any cause of action he may have against a Third Party for contribution (which is necessarily conditional on his being liable to the plaintiff) has arisen; Order 11 specifically provides for this approach, for good practical reasons.
	I bear in mind the strong views expressed by the High Court in Wardley Australia Ltd v Western Australia (supra) at 533, in “the plainest of terms”, that it is undesirable that limitation questions of this type be decided in interlocutory proceedings in advance of trial of the action, “except in the clearest of cases”.

At this point I would normally express my conclusions on the limitation issue.  However, in light of what later happened during the hearing – see pars[46], [48] and [50] – it would be inappropriate now to go further than in par[48] since the parties have chosen to deal with the topic by way of the consent orders outlined in par[50].
	Next, and on the assumption that his ‘defendants are statute-barred’ submission in par[35] would be upheld, Mr Russell opposed the grant of any extension of time under s44 to the defendants.  He noted that the plaintiffs had pleaded no “material facts” in terms of s.44(3)(b)(i), and referred to unsuccessful attempts by the Third Party to ascertain the “material facts” on which the defendants relied; see the solicitors’ correspondence annexed to Mr Maher’s affidavit of 9 November 1998.  He submitted that the Third Party was entitled to be informed of those “material facts”, and that defendants had had “ample opportunity” to provide them but had failed to do so.  In that connexion I note the deficiencies in par4 of Mr Garraway’s affidavit of 17 February 1998, and of Mr Baxter-Wright’s affidavit of 27 May 1998, on which the first and second defendants relied as ameliorating their non-provision of particulars of the “material facts”, and as thus being relevant to the exercise of the discretion under s44(1).  I also note the failure by the third and fourth defendants thus far to provide particulars of “material facts”.  Mr Russell sought a stay of the defendants’ proceedings against the Third Party, until they had provided particulars of the “material facts” on which they relied; and an order that particulars of those facts be provided, if the defendant’s application for an extension of time fell to be dealt with.  In light of later developments – see pars[46], [48] and [50] – the question of extension of time remains to be dealt with, after compliance with the consent orders in par[50]. In light of the date fixed in par[50] there is no need for a stay.
(3)	Was the Third Party a tort-feasor in terms of s12(4) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act?
This is consideration (3) in par[24]. Mr Russell submitted that to determine whether the Third Party was a tort feasor against whom s12(4) permitted contribution proceedings to be brought, entailed deciding whether the plaintiffs would have had a cause of action against him in tort (as opposed, for example, to a cause of action in contract).  I consider that in terms of s12(4) the defendants must prove that the Third party is a “tort-feasor who… would if sued have been liable [to the plaintiffs] in respect of the same damage [as the defendants], whether as a joint tort-feasor or otherwise.” 
In that regard, Mr Russell’s submissions were as follows.  The plaintiffs’ statement of claim disclosed no complete cause of action in tort against the defendants, because the plaintiffs had not as yet suffered any actual damage, and that is of the gist of an action in tort. See the earlier discussion, in par[35].   The plaintiffs must plead and prove that they have suffered actual economic loss, not merely the possibility that they may suffer such loss in the future.  Their claim was that the defendants had placed them at risk of such loss in the future.  That risk would crystallise into actual economic loss only if and when the plaintiffs later disposed of the assets of their business, and did so at a price which attracted the payment of unnecessary capital gains tax.  That event might never occur.  Accordingly, the damage which the plaintiffs claimed to have sustained was properly characterised as a “contingent loss or liability”, to use the terminology in Wardley Australia Ltd v Western Australia (supra) at 532.  The plaintiffs have suffered no actual loss, and will not suffer any unless and until that contingency occurs.  That is when any cause of action in tort against the defendants (or the Third Party) would first accrue to the plaintiffs.  The defendants’ claim against the Third Party for contribution, is predicated on the defendants and the Third Party being held concurrently liable to the plaintiffs in tort.  Just as the plaintiffs cannot succeed against the defendants in tort - because they have not yet suffered any actual damage, and that is of the gist of their action – so they could not succeed against the Third Party in tort.  Since the plaintiffs cannot succeed in tort against the defendant, it follows that the defendants’ consequential claim against the Third Party for contribution similarly cannot succeed.
In support of these submissions Mr Russell relied generally on the submissions of the defendants when they applied, unsuccessfully, in February 1998 to strike out the plaintiffs’ statement of claim.  He relied in particular on the decision of Master Bredmeyer in Briar Holdings Pty Ltd v Capolingua (1997) 37 ATR135.
I note that the plaintiffs sued their professional advisers (the defendants) both in contract and in tort; see their statement of claim.  This is permissible; professional advisers have duties sounding both in contract and in tort.   See Hawkins v Clayton (1988) 164 CLR 539 at 574-5 per Deane J, and particularly Bryan v Maloney  (1994-95) 182 CLR 609 at 619-622.  I note, in passing, that a defendant, sued in contract, may establish at trial by evidence and submissions that if this be so, he is also liable to the plaintiff in negligence.  If so, he would appear to be eligible to seek contribution, as a “tort-feasor liable in respect of the damage”, in terms of s12 (4) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act; see Rap Industries Pty Ltd v Royal Insurance Australia Ltd  (1988) 5ANZ Insurance Cases 60-876 at 75,519-75,520.  However, that would not address Mr Russell’s point that as the plaintiffs cannot succeed against the defendant, the latter cannot succeed against the Third Party.  Nor would the fact that, in general, a defendant seeking contribution does not have to show that he has been adjudged liable in tort, it being sufficient to show that he has in fact committed a tort against the plaintiff; see Jones v Mortgage Acceptance Nominees Ltd (1996) 63 FCR 418 at 420-2.
Mr Silvester did not seek to argue against Mr Russell’s submissions in par[42].  Nor could he be expected to do so; that is part of the defendants’ case against the plaintiffs.  In the result, there was no contradictor of those submissions; that is a wholly unsatisfactory situation in the adversary process.  Further, there is only one proceeding on foot in the Court, No. 680 of 1990.  The plaintiff, the defendants, and now the Third Party (as his title suggests) are all party to that proceeding.  The Third Party may attend the trial, and take part in it; see r11(1)(b)(i).  He may contest the liability of the defendants to the plaintiff – as he did in par[42]; see In re Salmon; Priest v Uppleby (1889) 42 Ch D 351 at 360, 362. All the parties are bound by rulings given in that proceeding.  The present application of 13 November 1998 is an application within that proceeding.  In those circumstances, a ruling on the question raised in par[42] – whether the plaintiffs’ statement of claim discloses a cause of action in tort against the defendant – could give rise to an estoppel against the plaintiffs on an issue fundamental to their case.  It is clearly a question which should not be determined in the absence of the plaintiffs; they have a right to be heard on it.  They were not served with notice of this application; it was not directed to them.  For these reasons, I decline to rule upon these submissions in par[42], or on the issue to which those submissions were directed.     
The significance of later events
At the conclusion of submissions on 2 February the only question not addressed was whether, if the pleading in the defendants’ statements of claim was held to be deficient – see pars[25] to [32] - they should be given leave to amend.  Counsel suggested to me that it could be of practical assistance to the parties in shaping their future course of action, if I indicated on 3 February any preliminary view I may have reached on that point.  The following morning, having ascertained from the parties that it might be of some use to them if I indicated at that stage “what would necessarily be very tentative views on the various issues raised”, I indicated those views relating to considerations (1), (2) and (3) in par[24], as follows.
First, as to consideration (3) in par[24], I reserved for further consideration the submissions in pars[41] and [42].  I have now indicated in par[45] my reason for declining to deal with those submissions, in the absence of the plaintiffs.
Second, as to consideration (2) in par[24], I inclined to the view that the limitation period applicable to the defendants’ claims for contribution had expired before those claims were respectively instituted in June and October 1998.  On that basis, I further considered that the defendants should be granted some reasonably short period to enable them to particularise the “material facts” on which they relied to support their application for an extension of time under s44(1) of the Limitation Act.
Third, as to consideration (1) in par[24], my tentative view was that the defendants’ statements of claim were defective in various ways, and required amendment if the causes of action they relied on were to be properly pleaded.  I have now confirmed and elaborated on this opinion, see par[32].
Following my indication of these tentative views, the parties adjourned to hold discussions.  In the result, consent orders were made later on 3 February, adjourning the further hearing of the Third Party’s application of 13 November 1998, without day fixed.  The defendants were given liberty to deliver further Third Party Notices to the Third Party by 1 April 1999, subject to detailed conditions.  These related to the defendants identifying and particularising alleged “material facts”; their particularising any alleged awareness by the Third Party of the contents of the documents which implemented the ‘Agreement as implemented’, or any alleged advice by the Third Party to the plaintiffs in relation thereto, prior to execution of those documents; their particularising any advice given by the Third Party to the plaintiffs or failure by the Third Party to give such advice, upon which they alleged the plaintiffs had relied; and their specifying resulting damage allegedly caused thereby to the plaintiffs.
No further matters raised by the application of 13 November 1998 appear to remain to be dealt with at this time.
__________________

